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Soundstr uses recognition technology to identify real world music usage and 
o�ers new advertising opportunities for businesses and songwriters. This
transparency o�ers businesses a way to negotiate PRO license fees based on
actual music usage, and songwriters a way to earn royalties when their music is
used in the real world. Soundstr is a venture-backed startup, founded by
songwriters and leverages best-in-class music recognition technology by
Gracenote (Nielsen). Learn more at soundstr.com

A B O U T  T H E  C R E AT O R S  O F  T H I S  I N F O G R A P H I C

Performing rights can be a complicated issue for songwriters. But remember this: if you 
are registered with a PRO and your music is performed live or used in a business, 
you’re legally owed royalties. PROs exist solely to support songwriters, but their 
methods and practices are sometimes outdated. This leads to songwriters missing out 
on royalties and businesses paying for music they do not use.

Technology now exists to help songwriters earn the royalties they deserve and help 
businesses pay fairer fees. Songwriters and businesses need to join together and tell 
the PROs to use this technology to improve their e�orts. ACR technology combined 
with new General Licensing solution providers like Core Rights (www.corerights.com) 
could usher in a one-stop licensing solution for businesses wishing to play music, 
making compliance easier and more a�ordable. The music licensing landscape is 
continually changing, and having the data behind music use will only become more 
important for the sustainability of our industry. Join the movement and discover 
#WhereAreMyRoyalties

C O N C L U S I O N

Attend our SXSW Panel! “General Licensing: Where Are My 
Royalties?” 13 is Thursday March 16th at the Austin Convention 
Center, Room 10B from 5-6pm CST, and is open to all SXSW artists 
and badgeholders

4S T E P

Send this infographic to your favorite venues and businesses. 
Monitoring software helps businesses potentially pay fairer fees 
and ensure their fees go to the correct songwriters

3S T E P

Post this infographic to the socials of your PRO (@ASCAP, @BMI, 
@SESAC) with the hashtag #WhereAreMyRoyalties2S T E P

Share this infographic online with the hashtag 
#WhereAreMyRoyalties, tagging your fellow songwriters1S T E P

Help Spread the

M E S SAG E

SONGWRITERS

BUSINESSES
(MUSIC USERS)

PROS

BAR

No work required - setlists 
can be automatically 
submitted from venues to 
PROs

More accurate royalty 
distributions, regardless of 
where music is used; new 
fan discovery, even down 
to that fan’s specific 
venue preference, etc. 

Receive reports and setlist 
submissions automatically

Allows PROs to more 
e�ciently distribute 
royalties to the 
songwriters they support 
and helps to ease the 
burden for venues paying 
fees, possibly leading to 
more businesses being 
able to a�ord licenses 
with PROs.

Identifies performance and 
provides automated 
reports of music used

Helps businesses pay 
more accurate fees based 
on usage; collected data 
ensures correct 
songwriters/publishers 
earn royalties for the use 
of their music

DETAILSPARTY BENEFITS
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(Potentially Less) 
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(More Accurate) 
Songwriter & 

Publishing 
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Distribution

NIGHT CLUB

N E W  P R O C E S S

Technology now exists to help monitor performances in real-world 
businesses. This can help businesses potentially negotiate fairer 
fees (based on usage) while helping songwriters earn the royalties 
they deserve from their music performances. The PROs current 
method is ine�cient and technology can provide a better solution.

Automated Content Recognition (ACR) tech fingerprints a song and 
compares it to a massive database of known songs to find a match. 
This is how certain smartphone apps work, although they are 
limited just to recorded music (not live performances). 

Soundstr, a Cincinnati-based company founded by songwriters, 
developed hardware (called “Pulse”) to install in a business and 
monitor music usage. Soundstr uses Gracenote’s best-in-class ACR 
technology, which can identify both recorded and live 
performances.

Finally, a solution that works for everyone!

THE SOLUTION!

RADIO COMPARISON

TOP GROSSING TOURS

SETLIST SUBMISSION

Nielsen BDS, the industry 
standard for radio data, 
only monitors ~2500 5 US 
radio stations out of the 
~15k 6 registered, which is 
only ~17% of the total 
stations

A recent case study 7 
confirmed the ine�ciency 
of this proxy, finding only 
about 19% of songs 
played in businesses were 
on the radio, meaning 81% 
of the songs played in 
businesses were not 
identified by the radio 
proxy, and those 
songwriters/publishers 
missed out on royalties

BMI Live receives 75k 
setlist submissions 
annually 12 (on average) 
from 17k venues, which is 
only 17% of businesses, 
meaning 83% of 
performances are not 
submitted

Setlist submission is not 
top of mind after finishing 
a set, in addition to errors 
from unexpected set 
changes or even 
incorrectly copied lists. 
Setlist submissions also 
do not include 
background/changeover 
music – performances 
that are still owed 
royalties

ASCAP 8 and BMI 9 only 
consider the Top 300 10 
grossing tours annually; 
SESAC and GMR do not 
disclose whether they 
utilize top grossing tour 
data

With over 100k 11 licensed 
businesses often hosting 
multiple events weekly 
with more than 1 
performer, this could be 
millions of performances 
missed annually

DETAILSCOLLECTION METHOD PROBLEM

$ $?

There is currently no way to monitor performances in real-world 
businesses. The PROs have a few methods to try and recognize 
performances, but the accuracy of these proxies is relatively low. 
These range from songwriter submitted setlists to radio chart 
comparison and even referencing top grossing tours. Compared to 
market size, these are small sample sets. Additionally, these 
submissions do not include background music played before/after 
events and during set changeover. 

THE PROBLEM ?

Who Gets Paid ?

Songs Played 
(Not Monitored)

Business 
Charged Fee 

(General Blanket 
License - does 
not take into 

account actual 
use or PRO 

market share)

PRO Overhead 
Percentage 
Removed

Songwriter & 
Publisher Royalty

I S S U E S

NIGHT CLUB

C U R R E N T  P R O C E S S

F O L L O W  T H E
DOLLAR¢

¢

¢

¢

¢

= $247M

– $49M

– $41M

$331M

(POTENTIALLY)  MISAPPROPRIATED
ROYALTIES,  EVERY YEAR.

PRO MOST EFFICIENT MEASUREMENT PROXY
(≤ 17% AT BEST)

PROS OPERATING COSTS (AVERAGE OF 12.3%*)

PRO GENERAL LICENSING GROSS (ANNUALLY)  2

$2.5B 
2

$0.66B
 2

$331.6M
 2

$169.9M
 2

37.3% (up 8.5%) YOY

7.1% (up 21.4%) YOY

19.4% (up 28.2%) YOY

8.9% (up 29.6%) YOY

General Licensing

Digital & Multimedia

CISAC Global Collections Report 2016

*Derived from the average known operating costs of ASCAP 3 and BMI 4 across all segments (Radio, TV, Digital,
General Licensing). Some insiders have even speculated the overhead for General Licensing is 30-50%, making it a
large point of cost for the PROs that cuts into the royalties distributed to songwriters each year.

GENERAL LICENSING MATTERS.

Almost 4x more revenue 
is collected in General Licensing than all 

Digital Services combined!

4x

M A R K E T  S H A R E

BREAKDOWN

NIGHT CLUB

BUSINESSES

SONGWRITERS & PUBLISHERS

PROS

ASCAP BMI
SESACGMR

(Fee)(License)

Businesses are required by federal law to 
pay fees for using music. Over 100k 
real-world businesses (concert venues, 
bars, nightclubs, co�ee shops; known as 
the “General Licensing” sector) in the US 
pay license fees for the right to broadcast 
music and host performing songwriters. 
Performing rights organizations (known as 
“PROs”) collect fees from any business 
using music. These fees are supposed to 
make it back to the correct songwriters, but 
that’s not always the case.

FIRST,
SOME BACKGROUND

1

Do you perform your music live in businesses (concert halls, bars, clubs,
co�ee shops, etc.)?

Is your music played in the background in businesses (even on an iPod
or Phone)?

Do other performing artists cover your music live?

If your music is registered with ASCAP, BMI, SESAC or Global 
Music Rights and you can answer YES to any of the above, you 
are likely missing out on royalties that are owed to you!

S O N G W R I T E R S :

ARE YOU MISSING OUT ON ROYALTIES? 
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¢
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#MusicTransparency
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